Two class minimax distance transform correlation filter.
A new correlation filter formulation (that we refer to as the minimax distance transform correlation filter (MDTCF) is presented that minimizes the average squared distance from the filtered desired (or true-) class training images to a filtered reference image while maximizing the mean squared distance of the filtered undesired (or false-) class training images to this filtered reference image. This approach increases the separation between the false-class correlation outputs and the true-class correlation outputs. Classification can be performned using the squared distance of a filtered test image to the chosen filtered reference image. We show that the previously introduced distance classifier correlation filter (DCCF) is similar to a special case of MDTCF. We also examine the differences between the DCCF and the MDTCF, and show that MDTCF can offer increased discrimination performance. Also, MDTCF performance is evaluated on two different face databases.